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SEVENTH PROJECT MEETING - TURKEY
The last meeting took place from 2nd to 6th June 2014 in
Izmir. The targets were to prepare for the final report and share the
progress achieved so far. The first day started with Mr. Levent Özaytaç,
the headmaster of the school, giving a speech and welcoming the guests.
After that, the hosts showed the school with its premises. When the
partners returned they were interviewed by the journalists from
international TV channel TRT. On Tuesday teachers and students
visited Virgin Mary’s House and Ephesus with its impressive
monuments and sights. The next day was devoted to presentations and
films prepared by each country. They shared their idea of the combined
work and its results. The representatives of local authorities were
present at the official meeting. Thursday brought the time to sightseeing
in Alaçatı and relaxation in Çeşme. The Comenius friends enjoyed the
taste of Turkey with its rich culture and traditions. During the final day
the participants focused on the issues related with filling in the final
documents and evaluating the project work.
All the partners wish to keep firm the binds that were created
in the two year cooperation. They hope to find ways for the future
effective correlation and communication.
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SIXTH PROJECT
MEETING LITHUANIA

The sixth project meeting took place from 7th to
12th April 2014 in Svencioneliai. The first day an opening
ceremony was held in the school hall. The guests were
welcomed by the school headmistress Mrs. Eleonora
Aboroviciene and the mayor of the district Mr. Vigelis. A
show followed and then the participants were shown the
school. In the afternoon students took part in games and
other activities. During the second day students and teachers
visited Maltosa company which produces malt, then
Aukstaitija National Park. At Romnesa restaurant everybody
had a chance to bake “Sakotis”. The next day consisted of
various activities such as participation in the lessons, sport
tournaments, dance lessons and karaoke. On Thursday
students created posters about Comenius, attended lessons
with teachers and listened to a concert. The partners spent
the last day in Vilnus, exploring the sights and wonders.
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FOURTH PROJECT MEETING -

FINAL PRODUCTS OF THE

FIFTH PROJECT

ITALY
The fourth meeting was organised in Francavilla Fontana
from 14th to 19th October 2013. The main goal was to prepare
students for expressing their views and opinions on a target issue.
It concerned globalisation and all students participated in the
tasks taking an active part in an international debate. It was
preceded by a seminar conducted by two experts Mr. Nicola
Lonoce and Mrs. Sonia Rubini The hosts welcomed the guests by
preparing a medieval show in the town’s centre and a performance
of cine teatro, gymnasts and Janda Ensemble popolare, a folk
group. The headmaster Mr. Giovanni Semeraro introduced the
school and its eduational system.During the stay students
participated in a few lessons and competed in a volleyball
tournament. Three trips were organised, to Grottaglie,
Alberobello, San Pancrazio and Lecce in order to grasp the idea of
local culture and traditions. The Comenius participents had a
chance to meet the mayor of San Pancrazio who described the
region and explained how the local government worked. The whole
Italian experience was lavish in history, sites and wonderful
culture.
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PROJECT

MEETING GERMANY

The fifth meeting took place in Velbert from 17th to 21st
February 2014. Delegations were welcomed the first day by
school’s headmaster Mr. Schurmann and Mr. Freitag, mayor of
Velbert. During the stay participants visited a multinational
company CES, famous for making keys and locks and a museum
dedicated to that matter. Students were given a chance to
practice a job interview with the supervision of Mr. Leuschner
an IT expert on the subject. Two excursions were organised,
one to Dusseldorf and another to Cologne. The teachers and
students had a guided tour of Cologne Cathedral and the
center of Dusseldorf, visited chocolate museum in Cologne and
had a walk along the Rhine river. On the last day teachers
participated in a few lessons and then students showed their
presentations

on

the

topic:

“Migration

–

threat

or

opportunity”. In the evening Comenius friends dressed up for
the traditional carnival party organised in the school canteen.

























Project website: www. youthimmigrant.org,
Questionnaire about migration,
Presentations about educational systems,
DVDs with stories about migration,
Logo of the project,
Presentations about countries’ best values,
Presentations and films about fighting stereotypes,
DVD with the multinational festival,
Booklet about legislation and restrictions on migration,
Two project info-bulletins,
Vademecum of juridical documents on migration in Europe,
Interviews with local representatives/authorities on
migration,
Power point presentations on positive and negative
consequences of migration on a teenager’s life,
Posters “Fighting against racism and xenophobia through
images”,
Articles in school magazines, local papers,
Leaflet on studying abroad,
Debate on globalization,
Pupil’s portfolio with a European CV, letter of intent,
application form to a university,
Project calendar,
Guide for successful job/grant interview,
Presentation: “Migration: a threat or opportunity”,
Essays inspired by the topic of migration,
Presentations about each country’s development in the
project.

All our products were done as written in the contract. This project
has been funded by the European Commission through Comenius Lifelong Learning
Programme. This publication reflects the views only of the authors, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.

